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Abstract: Peak flows values (Q) and hydrograph volumes (V) are obtained from a selected family
of historical flood events (period 1957–2017), for two neighboring mountain catchments located
in the Ebro river basin, Spain: rivers Ésera and Isábena. Barasona dam is located downstream
of the river junction. The peaks over threshold (POT) method is used for a univariate frequency
analysis performed for both variables, Q and V, comparing several suitable distribution functions.
Extreme value copulas families have been applied to model the bivariate distribution (Q, V) for each
of the rivers. Several goodness-of-fit tests were used to assess the applicability of the selected copulas.
A similar copula approach was carried out to model the dependence between peak flows of both
rivers. Based on the above-mentioned statistical analysis, a Monte Carlo simulation of synthetic
design flood hydrographs (DFH) downstream of the river junction is performed. A gamma-type
theoretical pattern is assumed for partial hydrographs. The resulting synthetic hydrographs at the
Barasona reservoir are finally obtained accounting for flow peak time lag, also described in statistical
terms. A 50,000 hydrographs ensemble was generated, preserving statistical properties of marginal
distributions as well as statistical dependence between variables. The proposed method provides
an efficient and practical modeling framework for the hydrological risk assessment of the dam,
improving the basis for the optimal management of such infrastructure.

Keywords: extreme value copula; conditional copula; synthetic hydrographs; river confluence;
flood frequency analysis; flood hydrograph

1. Introduction

The reliable estimation of design flood hydrographs is paramount to successfully tackle a variety
of objectives required for the planning and management of water resources systems, as well as for
optimizing the design and operation of hydraulic infrastructures. In the case of dams, the design flood
hydrograph (DFH) is a theoretical flood hydrograph associated to a high return period, to assess and
guarantee the hydrological safety of the infrastructure [1]. Normally, the peak flow of the hydrograph
is the chosen variable to assign the return period [2], although it is a known fact that other variables
such as volume, duration, or the shape of the hydrograph can be very relevant [3–5]. Proper statistical
treatment of this matter requires the employment of multivariate techniques that reproduce the
observed statistical dependences, and more particularly, the statistical correlation existing between the
peak flow and the volume of the hydrograph [6].

The use of copulas allows to tackle the matter in a practical way, separating the statistical analysis
of the marginal distributions from the analysis of the statistical dependence pattern among variables [7].
This technique has been successfully used in numerous prominent studies with the aim of estimating
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flood hydrographs and, in particular, the frequency analysis of maximum peaks and volumes of
hydrographs for a given river or hydrological system. Among others, the works of [8–13] stand out.

This type of approach is very appropriate to assess and quantify the hydrological risk of large
dams, since it allows the synthetic generation of maximum hydrographs with infinite combinations
of flow and volume (Q, V). The subsequent application of dam routing processes allow to translate
that hydrological input into hydrological risk variables for the infrastructure, which basically depend
on the maximum level reached in the reservoir during the flood event, as well as on the maximum
released flow during the event [4,6,14].

When the dam is located downstream of the river junction of two rivers where gauge stations
exist, the problem becomes significantly more complicated since the corresponding flow peaks do
not generally occur at the same time. This problem has been researched by several authors in the
past [15–20].

The statistical analysis of peak flow time lag is a central matter in this case of river junction.
Although hydrograph volumes are essentially additive, it is obviously not the case when it comes
to flow peaks. In order to generate synthetic hydrographs at the desired point, it becomes necessary
to incorporate time lags in a suitable way and assume a theoretical time pattern which allows to
superimpose both hydrographs in time.

The present study describes and applies a method for the synthetic generation of flood
hydrographs downstream of the junction of two rivers, oriented towards the design, operation,
and hydrological risk assessment of dams. The above mentioned method is based on the use of copulas
for the bivariate statistical description of the representative variables (Q, V) of the partial hydrographs
of each of the rivers at their corresponding gauge station.

Later, the issue of hydrograph generation at the desired point downstream of the river junction is
approached through a Monte Carlo simulation of synthetic hydrographs. That synthetic generation
also reproduces the bivariate statistical distribution of flow peaks in both rivers (Qa, Qb). Its practical
application requires certain statistical hypothesis related to the variable “time lag between peaks”, as
well as the adoption of an appropriate hydrograph time pattern Q(t) to enable the overlapping in time
of partial synthetic hydrographs. In this case, a gamma pattern has been adopted, in the same way it
was used by other authors in similar studies [21].

2. Methodology

This section presents the methodology employed in this research, structured in three different
subsections. The first one deals with the treatment of the input data and the fitting of the marginal
distributions that are part of the copula. The second one exposes the theoretical aspects about copulas
and their formulation for their subsequent practical application. Also, it exposes the treatment of
the river junction by means of the use of conditional copulas. Finally, the third subsection presents
the procedure to carry out a Monte Carlo simulation with the aim of obtaining multiple synthetic
hydrographs for different return periods, downstream of the junction of both rivers.

2.1. Statistical Analysis of Flow Peaks and Volumes

This research develops a POT (peaks over threshold) analysis applied to Q and V variables,
where Q is the flow peak expressed in m3/s and V the volume expressed in 106 m3 corresponding to
the maximum hydrographs historically registered in the gauge stations of the two rivers Ésera and
Isábena, belonging to the Ebro system, Spain. Section 3 describes the hydrological characteristics of
these rivers in detail, as well as the available data sample and the developed analysis.

The starting hydrological information consists of ordinary and extraordinary flood hydrographs.
In each gauge station, and for each historical event, both the flow peak (Q) and volume (V) are
identified. For each of the samples a univariate statistical POT analysis was done. Although General
Pareto Distribution (GPD) is the theoretically consistent choice in this case [22,23], other common
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distributions in flood frequency studies were tested for comparison purposes, i.e., General Extreme
Value (GEV), and Log Pearson III (LPIII).

Several parameter estimation procedures and goodness-of-fit tests might be perfectly adequate
for the purposes of the applied research case study presented herein. For the benefit of a homogeneous
treatment for the chosen distribution functions, and not being the central issue in the methodological
framework developed, probability weighted moments (PWM) method has been generally adopted
as parameter estimation procedure [24,25]. It is a well-known, extensively used method, particularly
interesting for high quantile estimators [23–25]. Concerning goodness-of-fit tests, the Anderson-Darling
test was applied.

The application of the goodness-of-fit test allows to choose, for each case, the distribution function
that provides the best representation of the observed data. This determines the marginal distribution
functions of the flow peak and volume variables of the hydrograph, a previous step needed before
applying it to statistical copulas.

2.2. Copula Modeling

Copulas allow to tackle the problem of bivariate statistical modeling of stochastic hydrological
variables, separating the analysis of the univariate marginal distributions, on the one hand, from
the aspects that define the statistical dependence structure among these variables, on the other
one. The independent analysis of these two matters enables the subsequent building of a common
distribution function [7].

A copula can be defined as a distribution function, C, of m-variables with uniformly distributed
marginal functions Fk(xk) = uk, xk ∈ R, uk ∈ [0, 1] for k = 1, . . . , m, through the following expression
(Equation (1)):

H(x1, x2, . . . , xm) = C[F1(x1), F2(x2), . . . Fm(xm)] = C(u1, u2 . . . , um) (1)

where H is the multivariate distribution function.
The practical use of copulas in the statistical hydrological analysis consists of four steps:

1. Analysis of the observed statistical dependence among variables;
2. Copula selection;
3. Copula fitting; and
4. Goodness-of-fit assessment

2.2.1. Analysis of the Observed Statistical Dependence among Variables

The first section focuses on estimating the degree of statistical dependence among variables,
a paramount aspect for the proper selection of the copula to be later employed.

With this aim, the graphic methods, ranks or pair scatterplots, K-plots and Chi-plots, among
others, can be particularly useful to identify the existing empirical statistical dependence. In parallel,
analytical methods make it possible to quantify this dependence, necessary for the implementation
of copulas (γ-Pearson, ρ-Sperman and τ-Kendall are the most usual ones). In [26] a comprehensive
review of these methods can be found.

These former statistical analyses allow to direct the proper choice of the best-suited copula.
In [11] 10 different types of copulas from three families are described and applied to the case of
the hydrographs in the river Danube. These are: Archimedean copulas (Ali-Mikhail-Haq, Clayton,
Frank, Joe, Gumbel), extreme value copulas (Hüsler–Reiss (H–R), Galambos, Tawn), and other copulas
(normal, Plackett, FGM).
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2.2.2. Copula Selection

For the case of extreme value hydrological variables (i.e., high return periods), as it is the object
of the study in the present paper, the best-suited copulas are the so-called extreme value copulas,
since they capture the dependence among highly fluctuant variables in a more generic way than other
types of copulas. An interesting study assessing limitations, properties and key aspects for a proper
copula selection can be found in [27]. It should be pointed out that the Gumbel copula happens to be
the only copula that is at the same time Archimedean and extreme-value [5,6,28]. Table 1 shows the
characteristic function that defines each of these copulas.

Table 1. Extreme value copulas tested.

Copula Analytical Definition θ∈

Gumbel e[−(u
−θ+vθ)

1
θ ] [1, ∞]

Galambos u·v·e[(u−θ+v−θ)
−1
θ ] [0, ∞]

H–R e[−u·Φ{ 1
θ +

θ
2 ln( u

v )}−v·Φ{ 1
θ +

θ
2 ln( v

u )}] [0, ∞]

where u = −lnu, v = −lnv , and Φ is the standard univariate normal distribution. u, v ∈ I, θ ≥ 0.

2.2.3. Copula Fitting

The goal of this section is to determine the different methods that lead to the estimation of the
copula parameter providing the best-fit to the original observed sample. Essentially, there exist two
groups of methods:

Methods based in ranges, where the determination of the parameter is independent from the
copula marginals. Among these ones, the maximum pseudo-likelihood method (MPL), Kendall’s
inversion and Sperman’s inversion are worth noticing.

Methods where the choice of the parameter depends on marginals: inference function for margins
(IFM) method proposed by [29].

There is no consensus in the bibliography about the suitability of the above-mentioned methods,
and opinions in both senses can be found [30]. In this research, methods belonging to the first group
were employed and the three mentioned methods were compared.

2.2.4. Goodness-of-Fit of the Model

With regard to the last point, the goodness-of-fit of the copula, there is also a wide variety of tests
in the available literature, both graphic and analytical ones. As for the analytical tests, three groups
can be named, whether they are based on empirical copulas, Kendal’s transformation and Rosenblatt
transformation [26].

The results indicate that overall, the Cramér-von Mises statistics (Sn based on the empirical copula)
shows the best behavior for all copula models, making it possible to differentiate among extreme value
copulas [31]. It is important to calculate the p value associated to the goodness-of-fit test to formally
assess whether the selected model is suitable.

The p value is obtained through a parametric bootstrap-based procedure that was validated
in [31,32].

The Sn statistics can be written as Equation (2).

Sn =
∫ 1

0
n|An(t)− Aθn(t)|

2·dt (2)

where Sn is the Cramer-Von Mises statistics, A is the Pickands dependence function, An is a
non-parametric estimator of A and Aθn is a parametric estimator of A.
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Given the specific interest in high return period hydrographs, the dependence coefficients at the
distribution tail have also been used as indicators of goodness-of-fit, and are given by λU :

λU = lim
w→1−

P [F(x) > w|G(y)〉w] (3)

where w, is a threshold value, such that w ∈ [0, 1] and F(x) and G(y) are the marginal distributions of
the copula.

The λU value is associated to the degree of statistical dependence observed among variables in
the upper tail of the distribution and is described in [33–37], who propose different expressions for
the empirical calculation of that statistic. Following the recommendation of [36], the present research
employs the estimator proposed by [38], which is expressed as follows:

λ̂CFG
U = 2− 2e

1
n ∑n

i = 1 ln
√

(ln ui)(ln vi)

−ln max(ui ,vi)
2 (4)

where n is the size of the sample, u = Fx(xi) and v = Gy(yi).
The capacity of the different copulas to reproduce the statistical dependence observed in the

distribution tail can be assessed through the comparison between empirical and theoretical values of
the statistic.

The theoretical values of λU for a given copula C(u,v) can be obtained as [33]:

λU = lim
w→1−

1− 2·w + C(w, w)

(1− w)
(5)

where C is the copula
Applying this expression for each of the three used copulas, the following theoretical expressions

of λC
U are obtained, Table 2.

Table 2. Tail dependence coefficient for each of the tested copulas.

Copula Analytical Expression for λC
U(θ)

Gumbel 2− 2
1
θ

Galambos 2
−1
θ

H–R 2− 2·Φ
{

1
θ

}
where θ is the copula parameter and Φ the univariate normal distribution function.

2.3. Hydrographs Generation

The problem analyzed in the present research is focused on the generation of flood hydrographs
downstream of the junction of two rivers.

While it is true that the hydrograph volume can be approximated as the arithmetic addition of
the partial flood volumes, it is not the case when it comes to flow, due to the existing time lag between
both partial events.

This problem has been studied by several authors. For instance, Prohaska et al. [15–17] analyzed
the multiple-coincidence of flood waves on the main river and its tributaries. Klein et al. [10] analyzed
the probability of hydrological loads using copulas. Schulte et al. [39] analyzed multivariate flood
peak coincidence using copulas.

Chen et al. [18] analyzed the coincidence of flood magnitudes and flood occurrence dates based
on 4-dimensional Gumbel copula for the upper Yangtze River in China and the Colorado River in the
United States. Zhang et al. [40] analyzed the coincidence probability of flood for the middle and the
lower Weihe river and its tributaries based on the Latin hypercube sampling method. But in the two
papers mentioned above, only the peak flow of the flood event was discussed.
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The present research analyzes the case of flood hydrographs generation downstream of
the junction of two rivers, according to the following hypotheses: existence of gauges or flow
measurements in each river, and the presence of a reservoir controlled by a large dam located
downstream the junction of both rivers.

Under this assumption, when calling each river “a” and “b”, 5 main variables are involved in
the analysis of the hydrographs: Qa, Va, Qb, Vb and ta−b, where ta−b, is the time lag between the flow
peaks of rivers a and b.

An important additional hypothesis is added: the statistical Independence of time lag ta−b with
regard to the rest of variables. This hypothesis will be discussed later in the paper within the context
of the analyzed case study. Under these hypotheses, it is feasible to propose the following general
methodological scheme for the generation of synthetic hydrographs at the entrance of the reservoir,
downstream of the junction of both rivers:

- Generation of a copula that relates peak flows: Qa, Qb.
- Generation of a conditional copula for each of the rivers, where the main involved variables are:

Qa, Va.
- Determination of Va from the already obtained values Qa.
- Generation of a conditional copula Qb, Vb; where Vb is determined from the already obtained

values of Qb values.
- ta−b values are derived from a chosen theoretical distribution function representing adequately

the empirical values observed in the sample (Section 3.1, Table 6).

The goal is to generate n pairs (q, v) from the original sample of observations at the gauge station
(Q, V). Firstly, the marginal distributions FQ and FV of Q and V and the copula function C2 are obtained.
By virtue of Sklar theorem, it is necessary to generate (x, y) pairs and to transform (x, y) into (q, v)
through the following expressions, Equations (6) and (7):

q = F−1
Q (x) (6)

v = G−1
V (y) (7)

To generate the variables (x, y) the concept of conditional distribution, Equation (8), of Y given
the event X = x, such that:

Cx(y) = P{Y ≤ y|X = x} =
∂

∂x
C(x, y) (8)

The resulting algorithm is as follows:
It starts with the generation of pairs (x, t) which are uniformly distributed within the range [0; 1]

and are also independent.
The variable y is determined through the following expression, Equation (9):

y = C−1
u (t) (9)

Finally, the variables (q, v) are calculated through the expressions Equations (6) and (7).
The details of the algorithm of generation can be consulted at [41,42].
For the complete definition of synthetic hydrographs, besides the essential variables-flow peak

and total volume-, it becomes necessary to introduce a theoretical time pattern for the hydrograph.
Literature provides different alternatives, among which triangular shapes and gamma functions
stand out by their simplicity. For the application presented herein, the gamma shaped hydrograph
is adopted. This hypothesis is a classic approximation in hydrology, proposed by mid-twentieth
century investigators [43,44], and provides an ideal representation of the most usual cases found in the
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observed hydrographs, since it contemplates a rising branch until reaching the peak, followed by a
more gradual decrease and more extended period in time.

Basically, the gamma shape results from the convolution of an instantaneous unit hydrograph of
a cascade of n equal linear reservoirs [44].

Although there exists a variety of methods to estimate the parameters of this hydrograph,
a practical procedure to determine it is as follows. Time to the peak is firstly calculated by using
the simplest triangular formulation of the hydrograph, and then both parameters of the gamma
function are estimated. This method is proposed by [21]. Equation (10) shows the theoretical
resulting expression.

Q(t) =
V
(

t
β

)γ−1
e
−t
β

βΓ(γ)
(10)

where Tp = 3 V
4 Qmax

, β and γ must satisfy Tp = β(γ− 1) and Q Tp
V = (γ− 1)γ e(1−γ)

Γ(γ) .
Equation (10) is used as the basis of an iterative numerical process to reach a solution, after the

estimation of β and γ. More details of this iterative process can be found in [45].
Other hydrograph shapes which could be employed within the framework of the present research

are those suggested by [1] or [4].

3. Case Study

For the application of the formerly described methodology the following case study, located in the
Ebro River basin (Spain) (Figure 1) was selected. More specifically, it consists of two mountain rivers:
river Ésera and river Isábena, belonging to the basin of river Ebro. The areas of each catchment, are 893
km2 and 426 km2, respectively. Each of them has its own gauge station: Graus gauge station for river
Ésera and Capella gauge station for Isábena. The ensemble of data was obtained, for both rivers, from
the corresponding gauge stations, in such a way that 122 flood events were selected for the Esera River,
and 157 for the Isábena River. All selected events match two conditions, i.e., present a rising limb with
average slope over 20%, while the falling or recession limb presents a decay approximately exponential,
following criteria in [4,46]. For illustration purposes, Figure 2 shows two observed hydrographs at
river Esera and river Isábena for a given flood event.
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The historical events that make up the sample belong to two periods, from the 1957–2000 period
only the peak volume and volume are available but not the time lag between peaks. From the 2000–2017
period, detailed information of hydrograph time patterns Q(t) is available with a time resolution of
∆t = 15 min (Figure 2).
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Table 3. Basic hydrological descriptors for both river basins.

Variables Ésera River Isábena River

Area (km2) 983 446
Length (km) 97.32 66.13

Slope 0.030 0.034
Recorded Qmax (m3/s) 995 370

Recorded Vmax (m3) 147 × 4 × 106 61.7 × 106

Shape factor 0.27 0.24

3.1. Distributions Parameters Estimation

Following the methodology exposed in the former section, the adjustment of the marginal
distributions of the two variables involved in the process (flow peak and volume of the hydrograph) is
carried out. This procedure is applied for each of the gauge stations, corresponding to the rivers Ésera
and Isábena.

Table 4 summarizes some of the relevant statistics of the samples. Sub-index “a” stands for Ésera
River and “b” stands for Isábena River

Table 4. Flow registers basic statistics at gauge stations Graus and Capella.

Variables
Ésera River (Graus) Isábena River (Capella)

Qa Va Qb Vb

No. hydrographs 122 122 157 157
Mean 229.16 m3/s 29.26 × 106 m3 85.80 m3/s 12.57 × 106 m3

Standard deviation 135.16 m3/s 23.70 m3 50.56 m3/s 11.72 m3

Minimum 60.90 m3/s 3.20 × 106 m3 6.50 m3/s 0.45 × 106 m3

Maximum 995.00 m3/s 147.40 × 106 m3 370.00 m3/s 61.70 × 106 m3

Skewness 2.48 2.36 2.51 1.67

The statistical analysis of each variable has been developed employing three usual distribution
functions: GEV, GPD and LPIII. Equations (11)–(13).

F(x) = e−[1+
γ(x−α)

β ]
− 1

γ

(11)

F(x) = 1−
[

1 +
γ(x− α)

β

]− 1
γ

(12)

f (x) =
1

|β| x Γ(γ)

[
ln(x)− α

β

]γ−1
e−[

ln(x)−α
β ] (13)

where α, β, and γ are the location, scale, and shape parameters factors, respectively.
In all cases, the parameters were estimated with the PWM [24,25] method, as stated in Section 2.1.

Subsequently, the goodness-of-fit test Anderson-Darling [23] was applied. Figures 4 and 5 show
the results for the different distribution functions tested. The estimated parameters are presented
in Table 5.

Table 5. Probability weighted moments (PWM) estimated parameters.

Distribution GEV LPIII GPD

Parameters Location Scale Shape Location Scale Shape Location Scale Shape

Q_Ésera 244.39 60.67 0.39 5.06 2.83 0.22 200 77.97 0.33
V_Ésera 47.44 10.44 0.44 3.44 2.77 0.22 40 13.34 0.38

Q_Isábena 102.56 20.41 0.43 4.35 1.81 0.25 85 32.42 0.27
V_Isábena 26.76 5.31 0.32 2.83 4.35 0.14 22 9.19 0.103
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The Anderson–Darling test does not allow rejection of any of the distributions tested, while GPD
has the theoretical support after employing POT method, as mentioned before. In terms of derived
quantiles, and for all variables analyzed, LPIII yields to lower quantiles than the other two distributions
for a given return period T.

GEV and GPD distributions are almost identical for Ésera River variables (differences of 1%
for T = 250 and T = 500 years), which significant differences for large T in the case of Isábena River
variables. For the sake of subsequent sections, the GPD distribution was adopted for all variables,
except Qa for which GEV was used.

Additionally, the time lag observed between the occurrences of peak flows in both rivers
was analyzed.

The analyzed variable is ta−b, defined as the existing time difference between the moments where
the respective flow peaks occur at the respective gauge stations of Graus and Capella. This difference
is quantified in hours. A positive value indicates that the flow peak happens first in river Ésera, while a
negative value indicates the flood happens first in river Isábena.

Table 6 shows some relevant statistics of the sample. It should be noted that sample size for this
empirical variable is now considerably reduced, as it is only extended to flood events registered with
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high resolution (∆t = 15 min). For the rest of the sample (period 1957–2000), the time patterns Q(t) and
time lags between both river hydrograph peaks are unknown.

Table 6. Empirical statistics of time lags between flow peaks.

Statistic ta−b

No. observations 34
Mean −1.40 h

Standard deviation 4.81 h
Minimum −15.80 h
Maximum 15.00 h
Skewness 0.03

As explained before, the sample size for variable ta−b is considerably reduced to support
an extensive analysis for an optimal distribution function to adequately represent this variable.
Nevertheless, the skewness (close to 0) suggests the hypothesis of the normal distribution function as
a natural candidate, which was adopted in this case for the application presented herein.

3.2. Statistical Dependence among Variables

After analyzing each of the selected variables, the degree of empirical statistical dependence
between pairs of variables is explored. Figure 6 shows the resulting clouds of points when different
pairs of chosen variables are analyzed. For each case, indexes ρ-Sperman, τ-Kendall, and γ-Pearson
were determined (Table 7).
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Table 7. γ-Pearson, τ Kendall, and ρ-Sperman statistics for selected pairs of variables.

Estimated Values p-Value

(Qa, Va)
ρ-Sperman 0.57 8.73 × 10−12

τ-Kendall 0.41 3.77 × 10−11

γ-Pearson 0.62 4.90 × 10−14

(Qb, Vb)
ρ-Sperman 0.57 1.04 × 10−14

τ-Kendall 0.40 7.47 × 10−14

γ-Pearson 0.62 2.20 × 10−16

(Qa, Qb)
ρ-Sperman 0.62 3.11 × 10−13

τ-Kendall 0.44 2.95 × 10−12

γ-Pearson 0.73 2.20 × 10−16

It must be noted that a significant correlation between the values of flow peak and volume of the
hydrograph exists, of similar intensity for both rivers. That is, the analysis reveals that the hypothesis
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of statistically independent variables is not assumable and it becomes manifest that higher flow peaks
come usually associated to important hydrograph volumes. From a hydrological point of view, this is
the expected result, while it is also true that correlation indicators may vary between river basins and
also according to the time of the year.

The developed analysis also reveals the existence of a certain degree of statistical dependence
between the flow peaks of the different gauge stations. The occurrence of a flood event corresponds
to a given meteorological situation that produces intense rain in the region, which generally affects
both basins. While it is obvious that, depending on the location of the storm center and its spatial
extension and movement, the magnitude of the flood generated in the rivers Ésera and Isábena can
differ substantially.

Ultimately, these cannot be treated as statistically independent variables, reflecting the
hydrological context determined by the closeness of both catchments and their spatial extension.

These conclusions are backed by the results of Figure 7, in which the developed chi-plot and
k-plot are shown graphically. These indicators reveal the need to tackle the bivariate statistical analysis,
and, therefore, justify the employment of copulas as a practical tool for a proper modelling of the
structure of statistic dependence that has been empirically observed among variables, once the marginal
distributions of the latter are known. It should be noted, though, that possible auto-correlations are
not accounted for with the proposed scheme based on copulas, which might be relevant in case of
clustering of extremes. Other more general approaches have been proposed in the literature, also
preserving autocorrelations [47].
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The method described in the former Section 2.3 is based on the hypothesis of independence of
time lag between peaks ta−b and the rest of variables (volume and flow peak in both gauge stations).
The validity of this hypothesis has been empirically contrasted from the sample data. Figure 8 shows
the graphic representation of flow peak vs time to peak for both rivers. Over these observed data,
τ-Kendall and ρ-Sperman statistics have been estimated (Table 8).
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Table 8. τ-Kendall and ρ-Sperman statistics for selected pairs of variables.

Parameter Value p-Value

(Qa, ta−b)

ρ-Sperman −0.19 0.12 > 0.05
τ-Kendall −0.26 0.13 > 0.05

(Qb, ta−b)

ρ-Sperman 0.16 0.20 > 0.05
τ-Kendall 0.21 0.23 > 0.05

In both cases, values over 0.05 are found, which implies that the hypothesis of statistic
independence between variables is assumable. This hypothesis is a necessary condition for the
application of the synthetic hydrograph generation method as exposed in Section 2.3.

In hydrological terms, the results are an indication of a casuistic of floods produced for incoming
rain fronts in the river basins from different directions. That is to say, it corresponds to a range of
synoptic situations which produce the advancement or delay of runoff, indistinctly in one catchment
or the other. In any case, it must be noted that the average estimated value of ta−b is −1.4 h. In other
words, most frequently, peaks tend to happen earlier in the Graus gauge station (river Ésera).

3.3. Copula Selection

Once the marginals have been chosen, the selection of the copulas for each pair of variables,
mboxemph(Qa, Qb) (Qa, Va) and (Qb, Vb) must be done. Since focus lies on maximum hydrographs for
high return periods (T > 100), the family of extreme value copulas is chosen. Within this group, the
Gumbel, Galambos and H–R are the most noticeable ones; with their expressions and characteristic
values being shown in Table 1.

The characteristic parameter of the copula was obtained by means of three methods of statistic
inference:

1. τ-Kendall inversion;
2. ρ-Sperman inversion;
3. Maximum pseudo-likelihood

Tables 9–11 summarize the obtained results. These tables detail, for each case, the adopted
inference method, the value of the copula, the p-value, as well as the Cramer-von Mises statistic,
proposed by the authors of [29], Equation (2). In each of the tables, the best obtained statistics are
shown in bold.
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Table 9. Estimated copula values for different methods (Qa, Va).

Ésera River (Qa, Va)

Copula Estimation Method θn Sn p-Value

Gumbel
τ-Kendall inversion 2.021 0.0177 0.19
ρ-Sperman inversion 2.052 0.0224 0.17

MPL 1.678 0.0096 0.30

Galambos
τ-Kendall inversion 0.962 0.0067 0.73

ρ-de Sperman 0.954 0.0075 0.74
MPL 0.972 0.0061 0.47

H–R
τ-Kendall 1.425 0.0048 0.83
ρ-Sperman 1.411 0.0061 0.80

MPL 1.472 0.0041 0.54

Table 10. Estimated copula values for different methods (Qb, Vb).

Isábena River (Qb, Vb)

Cópula Estimation Method θn Sn p-Value

Gumbel
τ-Kendall inversion 1.676 0.0055 0.83
ρ-Sperman inversion 1.677 0.0055 0.84

MPL 1.665 0.0060 0.58

Galambos
τ-Kendall inversion 0.955 0.0042 0.88
ρ-Sperman inversion 0.951 0.0043 0.90

MPL 0.950 0.0043 0.62

H–R
τ-Kendall inversion 1.418 0.0034 0.91
ρ-Sperman inversion 1.407 0.0039 0.90

MPL 1.425 0.0034 0.65

Table 11. Estimated copula values for different methods (Qa, Qb).

Ésera-Isábena Rivers (Qa, Qb)

Copula Estimation Method θn Sn p-Value

Gumbel
τ-Kendall inversion 1.796 0.0095 0.57
ρ-Sperman inversion 1.797 0.0094 0.62

MPL 1.909 0.0014 0.89

Galambos
τ-Kendall inversion 1.079 0.0097 0.56
ρ-Sperman inversion 1.072 0.0110 0.54

MPL 1.193 0.0017 0.78

H–R
τ-Kendall inversion 1.563 0.0106 0.48
ρ-Sperman inversion 1.548 0.0132 0.47

MPL 1.690 0.0024 0.64

As it can be observed, the copula that shows the best behavior for the flow peak in both rivers is
the Gumbel one, whereas for the relation (Q, V) in rivers Ésera and Isábena it is the H–R one.

Applying what was exposed in Section 2.2.4 to the selected copulas, the dependence coefficient of
the upper tail of the distribution is analyzed, comparing the empirical and the theoretical values of the
statistic λU (Tables 12 and 13).

Table 12. λC
U(θ) Estimated values.

Copula θ θ θ λC
U(θ) λC

U λC
U λC

U

(Qa, Va) (Qb, Vb) (Qa, Qb) (Qa, Va) (Qb, Vb) (Qa, Qb)

Gumbel 1.678 1.677 1.909 2− 2
1
θ 0.488 0.488 0.562

Galambos 0.954 0.951 1.193 2
−1
θ 0.483 0.482 0.559

H–R 1.425 1.418 1.690 2− 2·Φ
{

1
θ

}
0.482 0.481 0.535
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Table 13. Estimated values for λ̂CFG
U .

λ̂CFG
U Sample

0.485 θ (Qa, Va)
0.476 θ (Qb, Vb)
0.570 θ (Qa, Qb)

As it can be observed, theoretical and empirical values are very similar, indicating a satisfactory
behavior of the right upper tail of the distribution. The values highlighted in bold are the ones that fit
the empirical estimators of the sample. According to this, it can be concluded that the Gumbel copula
is the best suited one to represent the pairs (Qa, Qb), Galambos is the one that best represents the pairs
(Qa, Va), and finally H–R is the best suited for (Qb, Vb).

3.4. Monte Carlo Simulation of Flood Peaks and Volumes

A long synthetic series of 50,000 pairs (Qa, Qb), (Qa, Va), (Qb, Vb) has been generated, following
the scheme explained in Section 2.3, by means of a Monte Carlo simulation. That is, through random
number generation and the Gumbel copula (Qa, Qb), synthetic values of respective peak flows in
both rivers are generated. Synthetic values of hydrograph volumes are then derived using H–R
copulas (Qa, Va) and (Qb, Vb).

In the Figure 9, the Gumbel’s, Galambos and H–R 2-Copula values are plotted, and compared
with the corresponding empirical 2-Copula function. The agreement between the data and the model
is objectively checked via a standard test, explained below.
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Figure 10 shows the results of the simulation for both the synthetic values and the points
corresponding to the real hydrographs analyzed. In addition, the thresholds or quantiles corresponding
to different probability levels are indicated with a continuous line.
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3.5. Synthetic Generation of Hydrographs

Every one of the synthetic pairs (Qa, Va), (Qb, Vb) generated as explained in Section 3.4, is assigned
to a gamma-type time pattern Q(t), preserving both synthetic values of flow peak and hydrograph
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volume. To do so, the procedure explained in Section 2.3 is applied, allowing one to proceed with
the hydrological sum of both synthetic hydrographs in time. This last step is illustrated in Figure 11,
where it can be seen that there exists a time lag between hydrographs peaks, which is also synthetically
generated using the normal distribution presented in Section 3.1. The time step used to represent
synthetic hydrographs is ∆t = 15 min.
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Figure 11. Example of synthetic generated hydrographs.

The result of applying this method is a sample of synthetic hydrographs downstream of the
junction of rivers Ésera and Isábena, each of them defined by its flow peak, volume, and time pattern.

The final statistical analysis of the synthetic samples is shown in Figure 12. This figure shows the
quantiles of maximum flows, derived from the synthetic sample in both rivers, as well as downstream
of the junction. A simple formula for the plotting position was employed (Equation (14)) to represent
the empirical frequency. In this formula, r is the order of each of the values and c is a coefficient. In this
case, c = 0.44 (Gringorten). In addition, the plotting positions corresponding to the observed values for
flow peaks are also shown.

F̂
(

x|r|
)

=
r− c

n + 1− 2c
(14)
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The resulting estimations after the described method allow to estimate quantiles of high return
period, as summed up in Table 14.

Table 14. Estimated flow peaks (m3/s) for different return periods at Graus (Ésera), Capella (Isábena),
and Barasona reservoir.

Return Period (years) 10 25 50 100 500

Ésera River 432 585 754 993 1994
Isábena River 174 228 286 367 689

Barasona reservoir 559 791 1002 1293 2477

4. Discussion and Conclusions

As already stated in Section 3, the available information for flood hydrographs is very limited for
the Barasona reservoir study, whereas the gauge stations of both confluent rivers provide reliable and
representative information for each of them. The analysis carried out in the present research makes it
possible to increase the feasibility and soundness of the quantiles estimation for flow peak and volume
of the hydrograph at the reservoir entrance, which is located downstream of the two rivers junction.

This analysis considers the observed statistical dependence between the flow peaks for rivers
Ésera and Isábena, as well as the existing statistical dependence between flow peak and volume for
each of the partial hydrographs. In order to do this, three copulas are introduced, which allow a
bivariate analysis of pairs (Qa, Qb); (Qa, Va) and (Qb, Vb). Once these analyses have been concluded,
the generation of synthetic events in both gauge stations becomes feasible, defining them in terms of
flow peak and volume and respecting the empirically observed structure of statistical dependence.
Also, the introduction of a theoretical time pattern based on Nash hydrograph enables the analytical
definition of Q(t) for each synthetic event. Time lag between flow peaks for partial hydrographs is dealt
with as an independent random variable, simplifying the operation to obtain the resulting synthetic
hydrograph at the entrance of Barasona reservoir.

Consequently, the research presented herein does not introduce new specific methodologies,
as it mainly combines effectively several well-known techniques, i.e., copula techniques, classical
distribution functions, and usual procedures for Monte Carlo synthetic generation.

It represents, though, an interesting modelling approach which is essentially conceived for
the practical case in flood hydrology when the river section of interest is ungauged, being located
downstream a junction of two tributaries (both of them with available flow records). The specific
hypotheses employed herein are very much conditioned by the length and nature of the available
information in the particular case study. Obviously, there are other modelling approaches that could
be appropriate and applicable for this case study. The one presented herein makes intense use of
copula theory successfully, providing an efficient and useful modelling framework in an engineering
hydrology context.

In particular, it makes an efficient use of incomplete and non-homogeneous hydrological data,
providing the required answers to certain practical flood managing problems, as well as improving
reliability of high return period quantiles estimation.

The modelling strategy is oriented towards the improvement of hydrological risk assessment in
large dams, providing the appropriate hydrological inputs [48–50].

The results obtained allow further analysis of dam routing under different initial
reservoir freeboards and different strategies concerning operations with gate-controlled spillways.
Particularly, it becomes interesting to translate input hydrological variables (associated to the
corresponding return period), into dam operation variables. For instance, variables such as the
maximum level reached in the reservoir during the dam routing process, overtopping risk, maximum
spilled flows during the dam routing or required freeboard to limit overtopping risk with a given
probability value.
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These ensuing variables become increasingly more interesting from a point of view of decision
making for optimal dam operation.
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